WELCOME
Welcome to the Summer 2021
Murphy’s Yard consultation.
The information on display here builds on the previous
exhibitions, workshops, meetings and feedback
gathered over the last three years of engagement.
We will be submitting an outline planning application
soon. Once we have submitted plans the conversation
doesn’t stop – we want to hear from you throughout
the coming months as the application progresses.
There will be a series of planning applications with the
detail of each plot over the coming years, so there is
plenty of time and opportunity to shape the scheme in
the future.
There is a feedback form on the website, but if you
have any questions please get in touch with the team
at
contact@murphysyardconsultation.co.uk
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View towards Parliament Hill from Kentish Town. Located in front of the canopy structure on Kentish Town (the building at the front of
the image is not included in our development)

Letter from
Folgate

Dear Resident,
Welcome to the latest consultation on the future of Murphy’s
Yard. We have worked hard at Folgate Estates, under difficult
circumstances over the last year, to ensure we have still been able
to consult with local residents and other relevant groups on what
people want to see at Murphy’s Yard. It hasn’t been easy, but it has
been worthwhile.
This process began in earnest in 2017, but our history on the site
goes back to before Camden was a London Borough. Murphy’s
(Folgate Estates) have been part of the history of Kentish Town and
Gospel Oak over the last half century, and we are pleased to be
remaining on site, in our global headquarters.
As Folgate Estates prepare the documents for submission, I wanted
to thank all the people who have taken the time to engage in this
process. We have always wanted to listen to the views of people
connected to the site and the result of this collaborative approach is
the scheme on show in the following pages. This includes details of
the outline application which we are aiming to submit shortly.
This is not the end of the conversation – there is still plenty of
time and opportunity to have your say as the site comes forward
with detailed planning applications. This is though the start of the
regeneration and transformation of a large part of Camden that has
been closed off for too long.
As we progress, my colleagues and I hope to be able to see you in
person to discuss the next phases of this exciting project.
Yours,

Paul Brosnahan
DIRECTOR , FOLGATE ESTATES LTD
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Overview of the proposals- illustrative site plan
illustrative site plan / typical
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This shows uses at typical floors and that other uses, including retail, leisure and community, could come forward across the site
at ground floor level.
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Previous consultation
2017

2020

2017
Meetings with local
stakeholders have been
occurring since

2019

November 2019
2 public exhibitions

October 2019
4 public design
workshops

July 2019
2 public exhibitions

January 2020
Meetings with local
stakeholders

February 2020
Meetings with local
stakeholders

April 2020
Design Review Panel 01

November /
December 2020
Meetings with local
stakeholders

December 2020
LBC Strategic Panel 02

2021
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2018 - 2019
LBC placemaking
workshops

November 2020
2 public exhibitions

January 2021
Meetings with local
stakeholders

January 2021
Developer Briefing

September 2020
Design Review Panel 02

March 2021
Meetings with local
stakeholders

June 2019
LBC Strategic Panel 01

June 2019
Meeting with local
stakeholders

July 2019
GLA Pre-app 01

July 2020
GLA Pre-app 02

September 2020
LBC DM Forum

June 2021
Consultation

Summer 2021
Submission

August/
September 2020
Meetings with local
stakeholders

December 2021
Determination (target)

The Vision
Folgate Estates Ltd’s vision for Murphy’s Yard will deliver a truly mixed use scheme that has the potential to complement and enhance Kentish Town, Gospel Oak, and the
surrounding areas. By opening up a large “locally significant industrial site” to the public for the first time in centuries, our vision is to establish an industrial and residential led
neighbourhood which connects Kentish Town to Gospel Oak and Hampstead Heath with a new multi-level of green urban infrastructure, “the Heathline”.
In doing so, we intend to develop exemplar buildings that embrace the history and heritage of the area, as well as the potential of the future; offering sustainable new models of
working and living.
The vision for Murphy’s Yard is one of a characterful, playful and accommodating place for all; seeking to link existing communities through the provision of exceptional public
realm, community space, workspace and a significant number of new homes.
Folgate Estates’s sister but independently run company, J Murphy & Sons, has occupied the entire site for well over fifty years, contributing much to the local community. It will
retain its operational headquarters in its present location at the site.
Key Objectives
•

To deliver on a clear vision for Murphy’s Yard incorporating various land uses and strategic requirements for the site

•

To involve all stakeholders (including existing tenants and neighbouring landowners) in delivering the vision

•

To open Murphy’s Yard up to the public

•

To assist the local high street, businesses, and creative economies to flourish and grow

•

To create an environment that is diverse, inclusive and secure

•

To respect and enhance the area’s culture and heritage, and to celebrate this in developing the site

•

To deliver exemplar buildings that can adapt over time as places for people to live and work

•

To create high quality public realm and a well-considered network of places and space

•

To deliver a sustainable development which draws on J. Murphy & Sons history of delivering green infrastructure.

•

To establish the necessary infrastructure to facilitate local growth and enhanced connectivity.
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Key Principles
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A minimum of 750 homes, with 35% affordable housing and a policy-compliant tenure split
Flexible commercial space including accommodation for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and studios and maker/workshop spaces
New modern industrial space to support London’s economy
3,000 sqm of affordable workspace across the industrial and office space
Healthcare building which could accommodate a range of types of healthcare services, such as
dialysis and renal units, geriatric rehabilitation, diagnostics and imaging units, fertility clinics amongst
others.
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Sustainable development
• Commitment to minimising landfill waste, material and water use, while increasing recycling opportunities and trialling new products with high-recycled
content
• Sustainable design approach, using efficient building materials and promoting sustainable travel, with a Whole Life Carbon Assessment
• Commitment to achieving BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating for sustainability
• Promoting the use of integrated Sustainable Urban Drainage systems (SUDS)
• Biodiversity improvements on the site
Open space, play and routes
• Opening up the site and introducing new routes through the site
• Creating new links to surrounding communities
• Heathline – a new green, landscaped route through the site
• A new pedestrian and cycle route on the Heathline
• Safeguarding for future connections, including to Kentish Town, Regis Road
and Carker’s Lane
• Significant public open space across the site – carefully managed to ensure
safety
Culture, leisure , retail and community
• At least 1,000 sqm of community floorspace
• Kitchen gardens and outdoor events space
• Retail space of up to 3,650 sqm
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Local investment
• In excess of £13m projected to be spent annually in the local area by the
scheme’s employees and residents
• The scheme will generate in the region of £40.6 million in CIL payments
• An investment of over £600m to bring the scheme forward
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Job creation
• Engagement with local schools, colleges and training providers to provide
apprenticeships and work placements
• Collaboration with local organisations e.g. Gospel Oak Job Hub to secure
construction and operational employment opportunities
• Scheme will generate up to 3,600 jobs once completed
• The construction phase of the scheme will create approximately 475 construction full time equivalent jobs.

Key considerations
Below are the key policy and site challenges that have helped shape the proposals

LBC policy

London Plan

Network Rail

Other infrastructure

Camden Council’s emerging draft site
allocation proposes the comprehensive,
employment-led redevelopment of
Murphy’s Yard providing a mix of uses,
including industry and other employment
uses, permanent self-contained homes,
open space, and community facilities.

The site is designated as a ‘Locally
Significant Industrial Site’ under the
London Plan. The London Plan seeks to
maintain and enhance industrial uses on
such sites as part of redevelopment, via
industrial intensification, co-location and
substitution.

We have been working closely with
Network Rail as the masterplan has
been developed and are conscious
of their constraints and requirements.
The masterplan has been designed
to safeguard various requirements for
their access and circulation around the
site as well as to ensure the continued
functioning of the railways.

The infrastucture requirements for
the scheme have been considered in
detail to ensure that the needs of the
new development can be met without
impacting the provision within the local
area.

Neighbourhood Forums

Topography

Access points

The Kentish Town Neighbourhood
Forum (KTNF) and Dartmouth Park
Neighbourhood Forum (DPNF) each
have neighbourhood plans with planning
policies that carry the same weight
as Local Plan policies. These have
informed and influenced the design of
the masterplan and due regard has been
given to balancing the priorities within
these plans against the wider site delivery
and indeed the balance of planning policy
in local and strategic documents. Dialogue
with the forums has been ongoing
throughout the pre-application process.

There are significant level changes across the site, with the land rising from Kentish
Town towards Dartmouth Park and Hampstead Heath.

There are currently three site access
locations to Murphy’s Yard.

The majority of the southern half of the site sits one storey below the buildings on
Highgate Road, with which it shares a boundary. The site is level with the railway cutting,
due to its historic use for railway-related infrastructure. 4-5m level drops occur from
Highgate Road down to the site from both Sanderson Close in the centre of the site,
and Greenwood Place at its southern tip.

In the south the site is accessed from
Greenwood Place down a steep ramp
into Murphy’s Yard. The level change from
Greenwood Place to Murphy’s Yard is
4.5m.

The levels across the site change dramatically in the centre where made ground rises
up by between 9 and 10m to go up and over the rail tunnel which dissects the site in its
centre.

In the centre of the site, the primary
vehicular access ramps down Sanderson
Close from Highate Road.

The northern half of the site is slightly below the railway cuttings along its northern and
western boundaries. The eastern boundary of the north of the site is shared with a
Network Rail site of important nature conservation which drops down an embankment
to the rail line below.

In the north of the site, a restricted
vehicular access from Gordon House Road
is currently provided through an existing
railway arch.
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What is an outline application?
An outline planning application seeks permission for the principle to redevelop a site and will establish certain parameters within which the
detailed design of the development must adhere to. The parameters that will be set by an outline permission include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing buildings which will be permitted to be demolished or altered
Maximum height of buildings and size of development plots
Location of access points into the site and routes through it
The type of land use permitted in each building
Maximum (and in some instances minimum) quantum of floorspace which can be delivered in each use across the site
Minimum and maximum number of homes
Areas of public open space and landscaping
Site levels

These parameters are controlled by the Parameter Plans and Development Specification, which will be documents submitted for approval
as part of the application. Detail on how the buildings and public realm should be designed is included in the Design Code, which will also
be submitted for approval. Collectively the Parameter Plans, Development Specification and Design Code act as ‘Control Documents’ which
establish the parameters and principles which future Reserved Matters Applications for individual buildings or areas of open space must adhere
to. Applications for Reserved Matters for all buildings and public realm will need to be submitted for consideration and approval by the London
Borough of Camden and will be subject to consultation. It is through Reserved Matters Applications that detailed elevations, plans and sections of
buildings will be submitted.
Where CGIs of the scheme are provided, these represent an illustration of one way in which the scheme could be designed and delivered in
compliance with the proposed Control Documents.

Why are we submitting an outline application?
By submitting an outline application only, this will allow the principles of the redevelopment of Murphy’s Yard to be agreed whilst also enabling a
greater period of time for the detailed design of all buildings and public realm to be developed and consultation with residents and stakeholders.
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Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View of Shed 3 and Murphy’s Yard from the “upper siding” raised park

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View of Sheds 2 and 3 from the arrival into the site at Sanderson Close

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View of Plot J, the Heath Cliff, arches, and future landing location for a connection to Regis Road. Located on the raised route through Shed 2 roof structure

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View of the Depot Square public space and north-south route. Located within the fooprint and structure of Engine Shed 2

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View north - west along the heathline in the residential half of the site. Plot L on the left, Plot P on the right

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View of proposed new site entrance at Gordon House Road. Plot O in the foreground

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View from Parliament Hill, west of the summit, looking through the tree canopy towards the development

Location of where the CGI is in the development
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View west along the heathline from the bridge landing location into the site at Kentish Town Gateway. Coal Chute building on the left, Gatehouse
building on the right

Community priority survey
We are proposing community space within the scheme and we intend to continue the conversations about the uses of this space
with the local community. Our recent community use survey found the following as the priority community uses.
As identified through the community survey, the priority community uses are listed below:
Indoor community spaces:
•
•
•
•

An indoor multi-purpose community event space
An art gallery/artist space
Community kitchen/cafe
Job opportunity hub

Types of indoor sports facilities
• Yoga/pilates/dance studios
• A gym
• A dance studio

Open spaces
• Kitchen gardens
• Outdoor events
• Intergenerational play space
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Massing evolution
Over the past 2 years numerous massing options have been tested, some of which are shown below.

Iteration 01

Iteration 02

Iteration 04

Iteration 05
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Key
Dark blue = Industrial
Light blue = Office
Green = Food & Beverage/Leisure
Pink = Healthcare
Yellow = Residential

Iteration 03

Iteration 06

Current indicative massing
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Iteration 07
• Maximum 19 storeys (no change).
• Residential heights in the north of the site reduced across plots K, L and M.
• High level pedestrian and cycle route redirected through the centre of shed 2 roof pitch in response to heritage review.
• Roof level amenity space omitted from Shed 2, and new public open space introduced at ground floor within the existing shed 2 footprint to establish a more generous north-south connection in the centre of the site.
• Shed 2 massing revised to instate pitched roofs and set the proposed workspace halfway back in the building footprint.
• Community offering in Shed 2 ground floor increased in response to consultation.
• Plots C and F massing revised to step down to the Heathline
The current massing is the indicative masterplan since the final design will come forward through reservced matters applications and
may alter (but will still be within the maximum parameters).

NEXT STEPS
Thank you for your time and for taking
an interest in the project.
We are excited to be finally submitting the plans to Camden soon. The
feedback we have gathered over the last three years has been very
valuable in helping you shape and amend the scheme.
There will be further events and opportunities to engage with the team
over the coming months and we look forward to meeting again soon.
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